
Reed-Custer Middle School 

8th Grade Language Arts 

Unit 6:  Themes in American Stories 

Are yesterday’s Heroes important today? 

By the end of Unit 6 students will be expected to: 

Reading Skills-  

 Cite textual evidence to support an analysis of the text. 

 Determine the theme or central idea (moral) of the text. 

 Analyze how lines of dialogue (including dialect) or incidents in American traditional stories reveal aspects 
of a character or provoke a decision. 

 Draw conclusions, generalizations, and inferences from the text using evidence and prior knowledge. 

 Identify elements of drama:  script, dialogue, setting, stage directions, etc. 

 Summarize fiction and non-fiction passages. 

 Identify elements of well-written summaries. 

 Identify types of story-telling techniques (hyperbole, understatement, personifications, idioms). 

 Identify various types of genre:  myths, legends, fables, folktale, legends, epics 

 Evaluate appropriate structural patterns of informational text. 

 Determine a purpose for reading information. 

 Adjust reading rate appropriately for purpose of reading. 

 Analyze the impact of an author’s influence on their work. 

 Evaluate the scope, treatment, and organization of ideas in non-fiction text. 

Writing Skills- 

 Use technology to research information. 

 Apply grade appropriate vocabulary in writing. 

 Apply rules of Standard English in writing with a focus on using a variety of sentence structures, comma 

rules, semicolon and colon use, and applying proper capitalization. 

 Edit written work for correct use of conventions, spelling, and grammar. 

 Write a reflective speech 

 Respond in writing to literature. 

Vocabulary Skills- 

 Identify word affixes to determine the meaning of unknown words: 

-sacre-   -ful-  -eer   -grat-   -nat-   -her-   -aud-     

 

 Identify and apply weekly vocabulary words-  
(Define, spell, part of speech, application in reading, speaking and writing) 

*accomplishments  *admirably  *aspects  *bravery  *courage *cultural  *emphasize  *endure  *exaggerate 

*imitate  *influence  *outdated  *overcome  *suffering  *symbolize 

Speaking and Listening Skills- 

 Engage in appropriate conversations with peers and adults. 

 Effectively present information for an audience. 

 Use grade appropriate vocabulary in formal and informal presentations and conversations. 

 Present a formal reflective speech using notecards (key words and phrases). 

 


